
  

 

 

Haifa Model UN Delegation’s Visit to Munich and Passau- June 2015 

 

A Model UN Delegation from the University if Haifa has participated in the 

International Model UN Conference in Passau, Germany. This unique conference, 

called Eurasia, is organized by the MUN society of the University of Passau in 

collaboration with the MUN society of the University of Lehore in Pakistan. This means 

that a large delegation from Pakistan participates in the conference as well as many 

students from the University if Passau. The Israeli delegation had the great honor to 

attend this conference for the second year in a row and win FOUR awards – all of them 

Honorable Mentions. 

The Members of the delegation were Niveen Nijem (English Literature), Noa Lazimi 

(Diplomacy Studies, M.A), Anna Garbar (Political Science and Philosophy), Daniel 

Amital (Law), Fadi Qubti (Law) and Daniel Torban (Diplomacy Studies, M.A.). 

The delegation to Passau was organized with the assistance of the HaiMUN Society and 

funded by the German Friends of the University of Haifa.  In addition to the conference 

schedule, the delegation participated in other important and special activities: 

Open dialogue in the Department of Jewish Studies in the Ludwig-Maximilian 

University of Munich: the delegation participated in an open dialogue session that 

included sharing personal stories and opinions and answering questions from the 

audience, that consisted of students as well as lecturers and instructors from the 

Department of Jewish Studies in the University. The dialogue was followed by a tour of 

the University organized by students from the department. 

Multiculturalism in Israel: In Passau, the organizers of the MUN conference held an 

open dialogue session with the Israeli delegation, which all the participants of the 

conference were invited to. The dialogue consisted of a brief introduction and then 

mainly questions from the audience.  The Israeli delegation concluded that the session 

which was very interesting and educational since many questions were asked and also 

the delegation received good feedback afterwards from many participants of the 

conference. 

The Israeli delegation, once again, was the focus of great interest by the conference 

organizers as well as the participants.  The conference organizers also saw the 

importance in creating many social events in order to encourage connections and 

interactions, and together with the open dialogue, it created a great platform to build 

a truly extraordinary experience for the Israeli delegation as well as for everyone else 

present in the Eurasia MUN conference of 2015. 

 


